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Date: Thursday 11th November 2021 
Time: 18:00 
Venue: The Topsham School 
 

Attendees (Initials) 
Alex Kumar (AK) Chair/Co-opted Governor 
(via remote attendance) 
Anna Ellis (AE) Parent Governor 
Emma Pipe (EP) Headteacher 
Adrian Blight (AB) Co-opted 
Sophie Gould (SG) 
 

Attendees (Initials) 
Robin Wheeler (RW) Co-opted 
Sharon Wannell (SW) Co-opted 
Nasim Hartmann (NH) Staff Governor 
Helen Fisher (HF) Co-opted 
Helen Ryland (HR) Clerk 
 

Apologies (Initials) 
Leanne Smith (LS) Parent Governor 
Hiren Nisar (HN) Co-opted 

Absent without apologies (Initials) 
Angela O’Shea Warman (AOS) Co-opted Governor 
 

 

Item 
Number 

Agenda Item 
 

ACTION/ 
DECISION 

1.  Apologies for Absence/ Absences Sanctioned 
LS & HN sent their apologies.  These absences were sanctioned. 
AOW was absent without apologies.  This absence was not sanctioned. 
 

 
 
DECISION/ 
FGB 
 

2  Declaration of Interests invited and declared 
None were declared. 
 

 

3  Review and Approval of Minutes of FGB Housekeeping Minutes 30th 
September 2021 
Governors approved the minutes. 
 

DECISION/ 
FGB 
 

4.  Matters arising from the minutes  

• Governors’ Code of Conduct, Meetings’ Protocol. Keeping Children Safe 
in Education 2021 and Governors’ Commitment: HF & SG to sign on 
Governors’ Hub; (HF has signed following the meeting) c/f 

• Potential new governor who could fulfil the role of Premises, H&S Lead 
role: AE to discuss with the individual; c/f 

• Potential new governor: RW to approach and discuss.  This has not 
produced an applicant (completed). 

• Share email addresses between HN and AB: Clerk to do so (completed). 

• Amend Annual Cycle of Business from Oct to Oct/Nov, from Nov to 
Nov/Dec: Clerk to do so (completed). 
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• HT Appraisal Training for HF, SG and RW: Clerk to arrange.  
(completed). 

• Pay & Performance Committee: to consist of HF, SG and RW.  Clerk to 
confirm with HF and SG.  Clerk has received confirmation from HF.  Date 
to be confirmed. (Following the FGB, it was agreed as 22nd November 
2021 at 6pm). (Completed). 

• Safeguarding Training:  twilight session to be held for those who were 
unable to attend the session held in school, earlier in the term.  
EP/Clerk to liaise about who was unable to attend. Clerk to send links to 
governors for The Key (HN, SW, HF, AK & AOSW) and governors to send 
certificate when completed to clerk. c/f 

• CP & Safeguarding Policy to be amended (Mental Health Champion) and 
placed on the website.  (completed) 

• Governance Statement 2020-2021: AK to write and governors asked to 
contribute.  AE asked AK to re-phrase “a number of local schools had 
lost HTs”.  EP suggested that it be phrased “left the profession”.  This 
was approved.  AK to amend and send to clerk to place on the school 
website. (Completed). 

• HT Appraisal: Julie Stevens to carry this out with RW, HF and SG.  Clerk 
to liaise; JS ill so to be re-arranged. c/f. 

• Ofsted Training booked for LS 7th October. (Completed) 

• Level 3 Safeguarding training for AE: this is not offered for governors by 
Babcock.  Clerk to send dates for safeguarding course lead to AE to 
book. Following FGB, course booked for 17th Nov 2021. (Completed). 

• Induction Training for Governors: course booked for HN 4th November. 
(Completed). 

• Skills Audit: awaiting responses from: AE, EP, SW and AOSW. c/f 
 

5.  Headteacher’s Written Report (Pupil Performance data) 
EM explained that the key focus was the quality of education, about pupil 
progress, and the starting and end points of each year group. 
 
A governor asked about targeted 80% of the end of year, attainment, or 
progress? 
 
EP responded that it is both.  Progress is always a key focus.  Attainment is 
where the school aspires to 80%. 
 
A governor asked EP to summarise the areas of excitement and concern in the 
data. 
 
EP referred to the headlines; overall, the PP children are making at least age-
related progress.  Reading is a challenging area, so this is good.  We wanted 
reading to be a real priority, teachers have been trained in reciprocal reading 
which is how we will teach guided reading.  The focus is on comprehension.  
This needs to be a priority with de-coding.  There is a clear expectation that all 
children will be questioned about what they are reading.  Clarifying, questioning 
and summarising takes place.  Maths progress overall is good, with most above 
80% progress.  Some of the classes though, have attainment at 60%, mainly due 
to historical issues.  To raise the attainment is challenging, due to the level of 
need.  They are making progress but need to help them to make rapid progress.  
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Maths continues to be a focus, with Power Maths.  This approach should ensure 
that there are no gaps.  It is a differentiated approach, so it is suitable for SEND, 
who can access it.  Also, the provision for greater depth is a key area.  Power 
Maths is scheduled to run less than a year so teachers can run catch-up 
programmes.  There is a limited gap between boys and girls.  There is a gap in 
some year groups, with boys more likely to achieve greater depth than girls.  
This gap is historical and many schools struggle with it.  We discuss this in pupil 
progress meetings, with teachers leading.   
Writing has been flagged up nationally in terms of progress and attainment.  It is 
a complicated skill to learn due to the many different strands.  There is a 
noticeable difference in rapid progress between PP and non-PP.  Teachers select 
those who have made progress and those who have a concern (must all be 
target children), they bring information and then discuss with other staff.  They 
discuss what to do to support each child.  There is a plan to start a homework 
club to catch those children (but this has been stopped today due to incidence 
of covid).  We are also hoping that look at writing sequences on Babcock and to 
get guidance from an external advisor, who will be in the school again in the 
Spring.  Monitoring is ongoing. 
 
A governor asked that as it is difficult to go into school now to monitor, it 
would be good perhaps to come into training sessions, in the future. 
 
EP agreed to this and said that this is where the SIP diary is important.  Rather 
than just carrying out book-looks, staff are being included in the discussions.  
We are celebrating success too.  Staff are open to hearing about suggestions 
about how to help the child to make progress. 
 
A governor asked what is in place to support the children who are not making 
progress, in terms of core and wider curriculum. 
 
EP said that pre- and post-teaching are still taking place.  Catch-up funding is still 
being used for an extra staff member until Christmas.  This person has been 
working a lot, especially in KS1.  There has been intervention work on maths.  A 
catch-up maths programme for KS2.  Spelling interventions, PSHE, greater depth 
writing groups.  There is a very healthy programme of interventions.  Pupil 
progress meetings are just before half term, monitor them during this half-term.  
The school has invested in online programmes, NESSY, spelling for children with 
dyslexia, but it has been bought for all children.  We have also got spelling 
frame, as this has been a barrier to achieving ARE and greater depth.  We have 
also invested in a SPAG assessment tool, which the children do, and the program 
analyses the results and identifies the gap for each child.  This means that 
targeted interventions can be put in place.  Children are taken out from class for 
their interventions for a 20-minute chunk but the next time, it will be at 
different times to limit missing the same part of the wider curriculum. 
 
A governor asked about monitoring.  There are lots of interventions and 
packages going in.  How do you know if they are working?   
 
EP said that the programme will run for 4-6 weeks and then it is reviewed.  The 
teachers leading the intervention keep notes to check that progress is being 
made.  Whoever is leading the intervention will flag up that it is not working. 
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NH gave the headline data from SEND.  NH spoke to LS re spring term data.  The 
end of year data looked good, given the circumstances of lockdowns.  In terms 
of reading, 47% are good or are accelerated progress, maths 50% good or 
accelerated, writing 42% good or accelerated.  In the Spring term, it was half 
what it was in reading or maths.  Only 3 children fell back.  About half have 
made good or accelerated.  This is positive, especially given the covid pandemic.  
Hopefully, this year there will not be any external forces.  For some of them, 
hopefully their attainment will improve. 
 
EP said FS is a key area of focus 59% good level of development.  National data 
were 78.1% at end of last year when had data (2019).  Focus on prime areas was 
76% to make sure ready for Year 1.  Year 1 staff knew where the gaps were.  
Support that is needed has been put into place.  An external advisor will be 
coming into review. 
 
NH said that there is a significant level of need in this year group. 
 

6.  School Improvement Plan: Monitor and Evaluate Progress 
EP there is no significant change from FGB in July 2021.  This is the basis, and it 
has been updated as to where the school is now.  EP has worked with the Yr. 6 
teacher, and they worked through SIP.  The key area identified is handwriting.  A 
new scheme had been purchased last year and EP assumed it was being used.  
On further investigation, the activation code has not been used to open the 
whole system.  This has now been done.  It is available for 5 years.   
 
EP referred to handwriting and sequences, spelling, FSU and phonics – EP 
watched yesterday, with the emphasis on reading and spelling in phonics.  Now 
they have a handwriting program to use.  FSU mark making needs to be 
promoted all the time.  There are now more children making marks for a 
purpose.   
 
EP said that to raise the wider curriculum will be the driving force.  This needs to 
be worked on.  EP has met with AB to discuss.  We have made progress even 
during covid.  This has been shared with the Babcock advisor.  There are a range 
of programmes and approaches which have been purchased to support the 
wider curriculum.  We need to make sure knowledge and skills organises are 
being finalised.  Subject leaders should have completed intent, implementation 
and impact statements, so that they can go on the website.  It would be good to 
have a presentation on this to governors.  We are creating something rather 
than just buying in.  The Babcock advisor is coming into review various areas to 
capture evidence and determine progress.  This will then be shared with other 
leaders about how to do this.  The Babcock Advisor will discuss with pupils, say 
show me this and show me that.  The Babcock advisor will then feedback to EP.   
 
Behaviour & Attitudes section – Safeguarding: no questions. 
 
School values 
A governor asked about children being confused about school values and 
learning powers.  Are you noticing that it is related to the age of the children? 
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EP said that the work on school values is long-term because it is so closely linked 
to positive behaviour.  Learning powers have been put on top.  The more that 
we keep raising how learning powers help us learn, EP hopes that this will 
become clearer to the children.  EP said that SW has used the learning powers 
well.  EP is also considering colouring the values with the rainbow to help make 
it clear for the younger children.  The learning powers are graduated according 
to year group. 
 
A governor suggested that governors review this when carrying out 
monitoring visits. 
 
EP suggested HF and SG join for a walk-through. 
 
EP said that an area that always needs to be flagged up is staff wellbeing. 
 
A governor said that it is helpful to see that it is a focus.  It is good to see that 
using the term developing craft is better than monitoring. 
 
EP said she will speak to TES about staff pulse, which is a wellbeing app on a 
mobile phone.  Every 2 weeks, staff can choose to answer a question pinged.  
The app analyses the responses and feeds it back to EP. 
 
EP has sent the SIP diary for monitoring. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
ACTION/HF 
and SG 
 

7.  Questions arising from Lead Governor Visits, Reports  

 7.1 SEND 
No questions 
 

 

 7.2 Core Curriculum 
No questions 
 

 

 7.3 Wider Curriculum 
AB is to follow up on meeting with Babcock advisor.  AB said that pupil voice was 
very helpful.  Metacognition was raised by the children. 
 

 
AB 

 7.4 Community Links 
Change initials on it from HF to AE.  AE to c/f to next meeting. 
 

Clerk/AE 

 7.5 Safeguarding 
AK thanked AB for attending and carrying out an audit.   
A SCR check was carried out by EP and shared with AB. 
 

 

8.  Planning & Confirmation of Governor Monitoring Visits 
EP said that governors need to contact the teachers, by checking Annual Cycle of 
Business, to make appointments for reports due as next FGB is 2nd December 
2021. 
 

FGB 

9.  Governor Resignations/Recruitment 

• AOSW to be de-registered as a Governor with Babcock if no contact has 
been made, at the next FGB. 

 

 
Clerk 
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• Update regarding governor recruitment: advert on Inspiring 
Governance for a SEND governor. AE helping in the interim. 

• Terms of Office for SW due to expire 22nd November 2021 
SW was co-opted for a further term of office –  

 

 

10.  Governor Training 

• Level 2 Safeguarding training to be completed online (The Key) by: 
HF, AK, HN, SW and AOSW 
Governors to review training provision (see document).  The clerk encouraged 
governors to identify courses they would like to attend, and she can book them 
on. 

 
See above 
 

11.  Governor Induction 
“New” governors to receive mentor support. 
Governors who are interested in a mentor to request one, as well as one for HN. 
 
A governor asked governors to think about the buddy system for new governors. 
 
A governor said that we used to have the Chair or VC meet with new governor 
or any governor for a coffee and having a phone call or Teams call.  AK suggested 
that governors should contact them.  
 

 
 

12  Policy Review  

 12.1 Staff Behaviour (Code of Conduct) Policy 
(LA Policy, unchanged from last year) 
Governors reviewed and approved them. 
 

 

 12.2 Whistleblowing Policy 
(LA Policy, unchanged from last year). 
Governors reviewed and approved them. 
(NH to send SEND policy for next meeting). 
 

 
 
 
 

ACTION/NH 

13  Impact of this meeting on outcome for pupils 

• Understanding areas of focus and what the data are telling us.  Reading 
and writing and new programmes such as Power Maths. 

• Safeguarding Audit – pupil’s understanding of what is happening. 

• Staff wellbeing is useful for outcomes for pupils.  You cannot have 
happy pupils unless they have happy teachers and staff in the 
classrooms. 

• Having pets in school is positive! (but not discussed in this meeting). 
 

 

14  Dates of next meetings – 
2nd December 2021 at 6pm 

 

The meeting ended at 8.29pm 
 
 

Actions arising from meeting: 

Item Action Owner 

4 SG to sign to confirm key documents from Housekeeping Meeting SG 

4 AE to discuss governor role with contact with Premises, H&S experience AE 

4 Clerk to obtain link from School Admin to The Key to send to governors Clerk/ 
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who have not yet completed Level 2 Safeguarding training (HN, SW, HF, 

AK and AOSW).  Governors to send certificate to clerk on completion 

HN, SW 

HF, AK, 

AOSW 

4 HT Appraisal date: EP to re-schedule with Babcock advisor EP 

4 Skills Audit: AE, EP, SW and AOSW to send completed spreadsheet to 

clerk 

AE, EP, 

SW, 

AOSW 

6 HF and SG to visit school and carry out a walk through HF, SG 

7.3 AB to follow up on the visit from the Babcock Advisor AB 

7.4 AE to c/f Community Links Report to next meeting (clerk to amend initials 

on Governor Roles document on GovernorHub from HF to AE – Complete)  

AE, Clerk 

8 Governors to arrange and carry out monitor visits before Xmas FGB 

9 AOSW to be de-registered as a Governor at FGB in December FGB 

9 Active recruitment for governors by FGB/Clerk FGB/Clerk 

12 NH to send SEND Policy for review for next meeting NH 

 

 
Distribution List:    
Alex Kumar (AK) Helen Fisher (HF) Robin Wheeler (RW) Angela O’Shea (AO) 
Leanne Smith (LS) 
Emma Pipe (EP) 

Anna Ellis (AE) 
Sharon Wannell (SW) 
 

Sophie Gould (SG) 
Nasim Hartmann (NH) 

Adrian Blight (AB) 
Hiren Nisar (HN) 

 


